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Abstract 
In original DEA models, data apply precisely for measuring the relative efficiency whereas in reality, we 
do not always deal with precise data, also, be noted that when data are non-precision, it is expected to 
attain non-precision efficiency due to these data. In this article, we apply the parallel network dynamic 
DEA model for non-precision data in which the carry-overs among periods are assumed as desired and 
undesired. Then Upper and lower efficiency bounds are obtained for overall-, periodical-, divisional and 
periodical efficiencies the part which is computed considering the subunits of DMU under evaluation. 
Finally, having exerted this model on data set of branches of several banks in  Iran, we compute the 
efficiency interval. 
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1 Introduction  
One of suitable and useful tools in efficiency evaluation at decision making units is data envelopment 
analysis. This is used as nonparametric method for computing efficiency of decision making units. In 
original DEA models [3], inputs and output are measured by precise values, Non-precision data means that 
input and output data cannot be obtained exactly due to lack of reliability the only thing that is known is 
that all of them are put within upper and lower bound rage defined by intervals. Cooper et al. [2] consider 
interval  and  ordering  data  combinations  as  non-precision  data  and  develop  an  IDEA  method  (non-
precision DEA). Despatis et al. [4] proposed a model for finding the efficiency interval of interval data. 
Namoto and Gotto [7] combine two different kinds of input (variable input and Quasi-steady input) within 
dynamic DEA. Amirtimor [1] makes a new DEA by dynamic interval efficiency such that it provided the 
efficiency of all periods. Kordrostami et al. [6] presented an article entitled as A New model in Interval 
Dynamic  Network  DEA  for  Parallel  Production  Systems,  a  new  method  for  computing  periodical 
efficiency and periodical-divisional efficiency. Also Tone and Tsutsui, [9] proposed a combinatorial model 
of two models of developed network DEA [8] and dynamic DEA [10] for the SBM model. In this model, 
links and carry-overs among divisions and periods have special groupings (good link, fixed link, free). 
They consider variable links & carry-overs between them for measuring relative efficiency of decision 
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making units in addition to sub-units. Keikha Javan and Rostamy Malkhalifeh [5] presented a non-radial 
model of dynamic DEA with the parallel network structure having considered variable links and carry-
overs. They calculate overall-, periodical- and divisional efficiency having considered the weighted mean 
of periodical-divisional efficiency. Model of dynamic data envelopment analysis with parallel network 
structure has been presented for interval data (non-precision data). Having assumed that the input and 
output data are within upper and lower bound defined by the intervals due to lack of reliability. One of the 
advantages of this method can be obtaining efficiency interval for each of overall-, periodical-, divisional-
periodical efficiencies in each time and in each part of DMU’s decision making sub-units. Meanwhile, the 
obtained results are compared with Kordrostani et al. [6] model. 
 
2 Dynamic DEA with parallel network structure  
In  dynamic  DEA  with  the  parallel  network  structure  we  deal  with  n  decision  making  units
(  ,  1, , )
j DMU j n  . Each DMU is divided to K divisions (k=1,…, K), which are placed parallel together. 
Therefore overall system inputs are divided among all divisions and overall outputs results from the output 
of all divisions.  
The dynamic structure model consists of internal carry-overs that transport intermediate products of t 
period to t+1 period. In the first period, we don’t have any carry-over from previous period besides, in the 
last period of T, we didn't consider any carry-over for the next period. We grouped these carry-overs into 
two groups of desirable and undesirable. Desirable carry-overs are treated as outputs (transitional profit, 
net earned surplus) which we call them as “good” and undesirable carry-overs are treated as inputs (loss 
carried forward, bad debt, dead stock) which are named “bad” accordingly. So if we consider the number 
of all dynamic carry-overs in this model as “h”. We will have: (n-good) + (n-bad) =h  
Non radial model dynamic DEA with parallel network can be expressed as follows for computing the 
overall efficiency of all evaluation units:  
                                                                                                                                                                    (2.1) 
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( , 1) t t good
djp z
 is intermediate products d from DMUj at division p from period t to t+1 period with treated as 
output. 
( , 1)bad tt
djp z
 is intermediate products d from DMU j at division p from period t to t+1 period with treated as 
input. 
 
3 The parallel network dynamic DEA model with interval data  
Interval inputs and outputs are one of the sorts of non-precision data which are placed in range of upper 
and  lower  bound  that  are  defined  by  spans.  Suppose  that  all  the  data  including  input,  output,  and 
intermediate products are interval. i.e. 
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Therefore, model (2.1) is rewrite as follow: 
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Following pair models: for computing upper and lower bound of overall efficiency, the following two 
models are used: 
For upper bound of total efficiency: 
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For lower bound of total efficiency: 
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Where 
*
o E and 
*
o E  are the best possible efficiencies for DMUo under the most unfavorable and the most 
favorable situations, respectively. So, 
** ,] [ oo EEis efficiency interval and covers all possible efficiency 
scores for DMUo with parallel network dynamic DEA structure. 
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Theorem 3.1. if   
 
and   
 are the upper bound and lower bound of the overall efficiency than. 
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So, we have:  1 2 1 2 ( , . , ) ( , , , ,Q ,Q ,P, P ) o o E u v E u v      . 
In fact, through applying 1 2 1 2 P  ,  P  , Q  and  Q , model (3.3) can be simply derived from model (3.2). In 
comparison with the other DMUs, based on model (3.3), DMUo has been located in the best possible. 
Therefore, the highest possible efficiency score, which can be obtained by DMUo would be
*
o E . Thus, it 
would  be
**
0 o EE  .  Similarly,  let 1 2 1 2 ( , , , ,Q ,Q ,P, P ) ( , , , ) o E u v E u v      .  By  assumption  which 
defined before, model (3.4) can be simply derived from model (3.2). In comparison with the other DMUs, 
in this case, DMUo has been located in the worst possible. So, the lowest possible efficiency score, which 
can be obtained by DMUo would be
*
o E . Thus, it would be
**
0 o EE  . 
Also,  we can be  calculated efficiencies interval for period-, divisional and period-divisional efficiency 
which Keikha Javan and Rostamy Malkhalifeh [4] presented, similarly.    
 
Theorem 3.2. The efficiency score of DMUo calculated by model (3.2) is always equal to efficiency score 
calculated by model (3.3)
**
0 o EE  .  
 
Proof. 
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0 o EE  is  proved  in  Theorem   3.1.  We  must  be  proved
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solution  of  model  (3.3),  the  improved  solution
* * * *
1 2 1 2 ( , , , ,Q ,Q ,P, P ) uv ,  with  the  already  defined
1 2 1 2 Q ,Q ,P   and  P ,  would  be  a  possible  solution  for  model  ( 3.2).  As  a  result  there  exist 
* * * * * * * * *
1 2 1 2 ( , , , ,Q ,Q ,P, P ) ( , , ) E , oo o E u v E u v       and
*
*
o o E E  , Hence
*
*
o o E E  . 
 
4 Numerical example 
As previously mentioned there are organizations that evaluation of their performance is related to sub-
units performance evaluation, and these sub-units are independent of each other. Therefore, in recent years, 
several researchers tried to provide efficient models in meeting him available requirements in this regard. 
Kodrostami et al. [6] presented a paper entitled as “a new method in interval dynamic network DEA for 
parallel production systems, case study of Iran banks a model for assessing he function of several Iranian 
banks. 
We applied the parallel network dynamic DEA model for measuring the efficiency of branches those 
banks. Then we compared the obtained results of the model above with the measured efficiency table by 
Kordrostami et al. [6]. 
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4.1. Data set  
In this example, we consider 10 districts of banks in Iran during three six-month periods (2009-2010), each 
district including three branches so that each branch includes one main input that is its staff, and two 
outputs  namely,  resources  and  consumption.  Resources are  considered  as  intermediate  output  of each 
period and input of next period and consumption as final output. It should be mentioned that sum of input-
output of each branch across time period is equal to input-output of this district. In table1 the interval 
inputs and outputs for these districts are given. 
 
Table1: Input-output data for the 30 bank branches at three six-month period 
  DMUj  Xj.t1  Xj.t2  Xj.t3  Zj.t1  Zj.t2  Zj.t3  Yj.t1  Yj.t2  Yj.t3 
1  branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[13,15] 
[5,6] 
[3,4] 
[14,15] 
[6,7] 
[4,5] 
[13,14] 
[7,8] 
[4,5] 
[147641,148055] 
[59253, 61671] 
[50142,54220] 
[139871,146330] 
[67540,70172] 
[57451,62179] 
[140261,145842] 
[10354,117135] 
[54214, 61293] 
[89524,94827] 
[38657,44325] 
[12623,17204] 
[95039,98453] 
[44127,46292] 
[35698,40974] 
[98731,102278] 
[50241,53643] 
[39245,42429] 
2  branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[7,8] 
[7,8] 
[7,8 
[6,7] 
[7,8] 
[9,10] 
[7,8] 
[8,9] 
[8,9] 
[164556,178925] 
[86541,95348] 
[60321, 66716] 
[157654,161491] 
[68962,79841] 
[61235,68461] 
[103245,116030] 
[125469,139682] 
[61236, 68083] 
[19746,219115] 
[31970,34918] 
[59729,63998] 
[16582,19776] 
[31902,35306] 
[60715,63244] 
[17259,19215] 
[33641,39054] 
[62179,67466] 
3  branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[17,18] 
[6,7] 
[3,4] 
[17,18] 
[5,7] 
[4,5] 
[16,18] 
[7,8] 
[4,5] 
[122145,133654] 
[57894,69611] 
[59874,66398] 
[127896,129357] 
[87987,93714] 
[43214,44396] 
[120347,127596] 
[942365,944403] 
41230,45281] 
[137896,148274] 
[24798,28243] 
[25687,30880] 
[137890,146599] 
[24789,25658] 
[9874,11637] 
[124796,147744] 
[52941,55164] 
[12478,13515] 
4  branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[16,17] 
[17,18] 
[6,8] 
[19,20] 
[15,16] 
[7,9] 
[17,19] 
[14,16] 
[6,7] 
[161243,165177] 
[942315,957092] 
[40123,47587] 
[167452,179671] 
[109742,116050] 
[43124,45121] 
[179896,182110] 
[111204,114772] 
[40173,45625] 
[134712,155893] 
[64789,70735] 
[53278,55947] 
[104798,129817] 
[64789,70610] 
[54123,55579] 
[97845,109053] 
[66789,71194] 
[53174,56027] 
5  branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[18,19] 
[5,6] 
[6,7] 
[16,18] 
[4,5] 
[5,7] 
[17,18] 
[5,6] 
[4,6] 
[109974,114029] 
[39021,41247] 
[38740,40947] 
118794,121117] 
[31457,39463] 
[35412,45221] 
121398,122720] 
[31247,41344] 
[37841,46965] 
70456,74189] 
[21532,27756] 
[12394,15060] 
[69784,72003] 
[24036,28383] 
[11423,15640] 
[70236,71860] 
[25879,29891] 
[13472,15404] 
6  branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[17,18] 
[11,12] 
[6,7] 
[16,17] 
[9,10] 
[6,7] 
[16,17] 
[10,11] 
[5,7] 
[942136,952133] 
[48841,58279] 
[37997,41627] 
[88462,95318] 
[61447,65284] 
[36478,41440] 
[89741,95068] 
[61458,69152] 
[39893,43672] 
[72365,76170] 
[50423,53129] 
[7745,7972] 
[74561,80993] 
[52146,55666] 
[8741,9061] 
[82314,84580] 
[55473,57213] 
[9654,9989] 
7  branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[13,14] 
[15,16] 
[2,3] 
[12,13] 
[14,15] 
[3,4] 
[13,14] 
[13,14] 
[2,3] 
[78201,82901] 
[79645,82308] 
[32138,36305] 
[76985,77698] 
[74587,80378] 
[30214,35355] 
[71021,75058] 
[72984,76016] 
[33264,38081] 
[34123,36177] 
[38647,41725] 
[8214,8444] 
[38746,40518] 
[39741,40176] 
[9423,9640] 
[37456,40456] 
[38129,40796] 
[9654,9989] 
8  branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[11,12] 
[17,18] 
[6,7] 
[10,11] 
[16,17] 
[5,6] 
[11,12] 
[16,17] 
[5,6] 
[87895,88885] 
[83410,84805] 
[29891,36006] 
[90746,94155] 
[83698,84314] 
[41236,46908] 
[89630,95354] 
[87145,88662] 
[43698,49277] 
[54789,58635] 
[41556,42398] 
[26798,29619] 
[59874,61221] 
[40789,43131] 
[30113,32526] 
[60378,62310] 
[44734,46125] 
[31025,34181] 
9  branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[5,6] 
[5,6] 
[2,3] 
[5,6] 
[3,4] 
[2,3] 
[4,5] 
[4,5] 
[2,3] 
[46120,51087] 
[28745,32013] 
[14023,15825] 
[49874,54840] 
[30147,35112] 
[21369,25548] 
[53410,59392] 
[31478,34879] 
[24789,30433] 
[26493,27457] 
[46203,49576] 
[17583,18488] 
[24158,27671] 
[45252,48393] 
[15462,18173] 
[24783,27979] 
[47632,48998] 
[16540,18086] 
10  branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[11,12] 
[4,5] 
[7,8] 
[10,11] 
[4,5] 
[6,7] 
[12,13] 
[4,5] 
[6,7] 
[184561,205481] 
[45123,58288] 
[39789,45815] 
[147103,163443] 
[41743,45696] 
[39785,44527] 
[174892,182238] 
[63478,66057] 
[42136,47334] 
[38746,41946] 
[47123,49094] 
[29302,300373] 
[37458,39877] 
[50432,51371] 
[27463,30373] 
[36479,38791] 
[47523,49476] 
[25479,30958] 
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4.2. Calculated efficiency by the parallel network dynamic DEA 
We considered DNDEA model with a combinatory nature for the above data set assuming the efficiency 
over variable scale and then we calculated upper and lower bound efficiency. It should be noted that all 
links and connections between periods are assumed free in this case. Table 2 shows efficiency interval for 
periodical-divisional and periodical efficiency. Also, divisional efficiency and overall efficiency of all 
branches of banks are brought in table 3. 
 
Table2: Period-divisional and period efficiency 
 
   
   
1
ok   
2
ok   
3
ok   
1  o   
2  o   
3  o   
j DMU
               
1 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[0.4251,0.4916] 
[0.6689,0.8097] 
[0.6149,0.8651] 
[0.9456,1.0000] 
[0.9086,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.9183,0.9887] 
[0.7668,0.8945] 
[0.8784,1.0000] 
 
[0.9412,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[0.9887,1.0000] 
2 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[0.8138,1.0000] 
[0.5510,0.6480] 
[0.4183,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.7799,0.9694] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.6839,0.7619] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[0.9227,1.000] 
 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
3 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[0.3418,0.3698] 
[0.5714,0.6939] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.5929,0.7572] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.8652,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
4 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[0.3900,0.4197] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.3521,0.5029] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.6886,0.9456] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
5 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[0.3078,0.3282] 
[0.6666,0.8000] 
[0.3022,0.3676] 
[0.9475,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.7189,0.9484] 
[0.8581,0.9456] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.7183,1.0000] 
 
[0.7546,0.9170] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
6 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.3998,0.5839] 
[0.2937,0.3628] 
[0.8753,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.9353,1.0000] 
[0.8703,0.9896] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
7 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[0.3835,0.4160] 
[0.2693,0.2898] 
[0.7741,1.0000] 
[0.9900,1.0000] 
[0.8137,0.9268] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.8045,0.9102] 
[0.6122,0.6765] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[0.8184,1.0000] 
 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
8 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[0.4609,0.5045] 
[0.2424,0.2578] 
[0.3223,0.3924] 
[0.9531,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.8321,1.0000] 
[0.8696,0.9239] 
[0.6628,0.7733] 
[0.8750,0.9782] 
 
[0.4939,0.6193] 
 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
9 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.6666,0.8579] 
[0.7188,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
10 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[0.5653,0.6423] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.3590,1.0000] 
[0.8314,1.0000] 
[0.9606,1.0000] 
[0.5473,0.7482] 
[0.7956,0.9019] 
[0.8340,1.0000] 
[0.7136,0.9625] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
 
[0.9711,1.0000] 
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Table3. Divisional and overall efficiency 
    ok    o E  
DMUj       
1 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[0.9772,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
2 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.8260,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
3 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
4 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
5 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[0,9652,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.8322,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
6 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
7 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[0.9902,1.0000] 
[0.9038,0.9429] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
8 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[0.9531,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.8346,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
9 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
10 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[0.8703,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.8080,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
4.3. Comparisons with kordrostami et al. model 
Kordrostami et al. [6] used their proposed model for table1 and computes the period & period-divisional 
efficiency. The obtained results are brought in table 4 be noted that the proposed model by Kordestani et 
al. evaluate the function of bank ranches having assumed variable returns to scale (VRS). Also, their 
assumption is that 1 0.5 w  ,  2 0.3 w   and  3 0.2 w  . 
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Table4. Results of kordrostsmi et al. model 
DMUj   
1
ok   
2
ok   
3
ok   
1  o   
2  o   
3  o   
1 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[0.8002,1.0000] 
[0.9752 1.0000] 
[0.6860 1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000, 1.0000] 
[1.0000, 1.0000] 
[1.0000, 1.0000] 
 
[0.8009,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
2 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000 1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.000] 
 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
3 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
4 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[1.0000 1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000 1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
5 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[0.6779,1.0000] 
[0.9257 1.0000] 
[1.0000 1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[0.8241, 1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
6 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.2937,0.3628] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.5341,1.0000] 
[0.7663 1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[0.6285,1.0000] 
7 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[0.7106,1.0000] 
[0.5948,1.0000] 
[0.4824,1.0000] 
[0.9064,1.0000] 
[0.8469,1.0000] 
[0.7128,1.0000] 
[0.6785,1.0000] 
[04190, 1.0000] 
[0.6040,1.0000] 
 
[0.6322,1.0000] 
 
 
[0.8498,1.0000] 
 
 
[0.5857,1.0000] 
 
8 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[07071,1.0000] 
[0.7757,1.0000] 
[0.8088,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.9819,1.0000] 
[0.5294,1.0000] 
[0.8345,1.0000] 
 
[0.7480, 1.0000] 
 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
 
[0.8166,1.0000] 
 
9 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000 1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
10 
branch1 
branch2 
branch3 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[0.9964,1.0000] 
[0.9027,1.0000] 
[0.8285,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
[1.0000,1.0000] 
 
 
[0.92731.0000] 
 
[1.0000, 1.0000] 
 
We know that one of relevant problems to network DEA models are that these models are not always 
received efficient DMU. Nevertheless, according to table 4 observed that the model given by kordrostami 
et.al in all periods of DMU efficiency (2,3,4 and 9) and also sub-units related to those accounted one. This 
indicates that that this proposed model does not give true explanation of efficiency interval sub-units in 
each period. Thus, consider DMU2 in the worst condition of efficiency interval. Lower bound of efficiency 
at first, second and third divisions of this unit at first period of the parallel network dynamic DEA model 
are  0.8138,  0.5510  and  0.4180  respectively.  While  the  Kordrostami  et  al.  [6]  model  in  the  worst 
conditions, computed the efficiency lower bound of these divisions at “one”. However, if we concern 
lower bound of second-division efficiency of DMU2 in all three periods, we see that in proposed DNDEA 
model, 0.5510, 0.770 and 0.6839 have been computed but Kordrostami et al. model efficiency score in all 
period has got “one”. So we can say that non-radial model dynamic DEA with proposed parallel network 
structure presents more precise answer compared to Kordrostami et al. model. Also, we could have got 
overall efficiency and divisional efficiency over more divisional-period efficiency and period efficiency 
with this model for this specific example which re brought in table 3. 
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5 Conclusion 
In this paper, since we consider problem’s data are not proposed to manager exactly, we concerned 
existence of interval data assumption, we proposed some models for calculating of upper and lower bound 
of efficiency interval. Because assuming existence interval data is expected efficiency which are got from 
these  data  also  is  interval.  Then,  we  compared  two  proposed  models  for  dynamic  data  envelopment 
analysis which have parallel network structure. We represent that our proposed model calculates efficiency 
amounts  for  period  and  sub-units  more  precisely.  Also,  for  above  example,  we  calculated  overall 
efficiency but the problem is that, those DNDEA different models are produced different results. So, it is 
supposed DNDEA models are not complete. However, researchers always are trying developing a new 
model for those DNDEA that both concludes variety of data envelopment analysis in this unit and presents 
same analysis for similar cases. The proposed model has parallel network structure that is proposed to 
researcher to do serial network evaluation with mentioned conditions. 
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